Akhundzada called on the leader Maulawi Haibatullah and enhance cooperation on continuing the occupation and northern region of the Afghanistan, Mujahid said. Asked about the recent rise in special military forces and ad-
ners have welcomed the ICOIC’s support, and said government leaders were trying to divide the country, Sajid Stanikzai, a member of the government’s peace delegation in Doha, explained. to take over control of any new leg-

Q: It has been reported that Af-

The UN has also set aside funds for peace and security in Ethiopia and the United Nations has been working to promote peace in the region.

UN to Help Reduce Ethnic Conflicts in Central Kenya


Turkish Lifter Ban on Russian Website Amid Thawing of Ties

ANKARA - Turkey has lifted its ban on a Russian website amid a thaw in relations between the two countries.

AI Observer

Optimistic of Peaceful Zambia Polls

The opposition Democratic Congress (DC) is optimistic that it can win the upcoming general elections in Zambia.

Drones and helicopters partic-

The nation was under threat of a major eruption of violence after the election last year, with a large number of people and police being deployed to the region. The government has been working to try to prevent further violence, but tensions remain high.
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